This paper compares clusters of aligned Persian and English texts obtained from k-means method. Text clustering has many applications in various fields of natural language processing. So far, much English documents clustering research has been accomplished. Now this question arises, are the results of them extendable to other languages? Since the goal of document clustering is grouping of documents based on their content, it is expected that the answer to this question is yes. On the other hand, many differences between various languages can cause the answer to this question to be no. This research has focused on kmeans that is one of the basic and popular document clustering methods. We want to know whether the clusters of aligned Persian and English texts obtained by the k-means are similar. To find an answer to this question, Mizan English-Persian Parallel Corpus was considered as benchmark. After features extraction using text mining techniques and applying the PCA dimension reduction method, the k-means clustering was performed. The morphological difference between English and Persian languages caused the larger feature vector length for Persian. So almost in all experiments, the English results were slightly richer than those in Persian. Aside from these differences, the overall behavior of Persian and English clusters was similar. These similar behaviors showed that results of k-means research on English can be expanded to Persian. Finally, there is hope that despite many differences between various languages, clustering methods may be extendable to other languages.
Introduction
Document clustering is the application of cluster analysis to textual documents and is widely used in the natural language processing (NLP) fields such as information retrieval and automatic text summarization. For example, document clustering has a significant impact on improving the information retrieval precision in search engines [1] . Document clustering automatically assigns each of the documents in a smaller group called clusters. Each cluster should contain documents with similar content. Document clustering input is a document collection while its output is documents grouped based on their similarity. So far, much text clustering research has been done and many clustering methods have been proposed. Is an efficient text clustering method for one language extensible to other languages? In other words, whether the parallel documents clusters obtained by the same clustering method will be similar. Based on document clustering goal, each cluster should contain documents with similar contents. Therefore, it is expected that a document clustering method should earn similar clusters for parallel documents in different languages. On the other hands, different languages usually have many differences in vocabulary, morphology, grammar, syntactic structures, and so on. Thus, clustering quality and its steps can be influenced by documents linguistic characteristics [1] . In this research, we want to know whether the clusters of aligned Persian and English texts obtained by the k-means method are similar. Persian and English languages have many differences that can affect the quality of clusters. In section 3.3, k-means method will be introduced in more details.
English is spoken as a first language by the majority populations in several countries, including the United Kingdom, the United States, Canada, Australia, Ireland, and New Zealand. Modern English is the international language of communication, science, information technology, business, entertainment, diplomacy, etc. Persian is spoken in Iran, and with a different dialect in Afghanistan, Tajikistan, and some other regions which historically came under Persian linguistic influence [2] . The rest of this research paper is organized as follows: related works in this area are dealt with in section 2. Section 3 describes the method. In this section, data selection and feature extraction methods are discussed. Then the PCA dimension reduction and the k-means clustering methods that used in this research are introduced. The experiments and their results are discussed in section 4. Finally, section 5 discusses and concludes the paper.
Related research works
Clustering is unsupervised learning techniques for grouping samples into clusters. Samples in the same cluster should be as similar as possible and samples in different clusters should be as dissimilar as possible. There are two types of Clustering techniques: hierarchical and partition [3] . Hierarchical techniques can create clusters with better quality but these techniques are relatively slow. The most widely used partition techniques are k-means and its variants [3] . Time complexity hierarchical techniques are higher than partition techniques. For this reason, k-means is still used by researchers. For example, Krishnasamy et al. proposed a hybrid approach for data clustering based on modified cohort intelligence and k-means [4] . In another research, Hang Wu et al. used k-means algorithm in the storm platform [5] . Many studies have focused on English documents clustering. Some researchers have also focused on the Persian documents clustering. For example, Parvin, et al. proposed an innovative approach to improve the performance of Persian text classification and clustering. Their proposed method used a thesaurus as a helpful knowledge to obtain the real frequencies of words in the corpus [6] . In other research, using Brown algorithm, Ghayoomi proposed a word-clustering approach to overcome Persian parsing problems [7] . The number of research on English texts clustering is much more than Persian. Therefore, the proposed English texts clustering methods are more efficient than those are in Persian. Although Persian and English have many differences that may affect the quality of clusters, this paper is to investigate whether an efficient text clustering method for English is extensible to Persian.
Method description
In the first step of comparing Persian and English clusters, the suitable data should be aggregated. Then, the appropriate features should be extracted. Data selection and feature extraction are discussed in section 3-1. The extracted features are highdimensional. To increase clustering speed and the quality of clusters, dimension reduction methods were used. In section 3-2, the used dimension reduction methods are explained. The researchers make use of k-means as a clustering method. This method is described in section 3-3.
Data and feature extraction
A parallel English-Persian corpus is required to find out whether the aligned Persian and English texts clusters are similar. A parallel corpus in the simplest case is a collection of texts. They are texts placed alongside their exact translation or translations into one or more other languages. In this study, Mizan English-Persian parallel corpus was used [8] . Mizan parallel corpus has one million aligned Persian and English sentences. Using Mizan parallel corpus, Supreme Council of Information and Communication Technology developed a basic statistical translation system called "Online Translator" in collaboration with Iran University of Science and Technology [8] . In this research 100,000 sentences were selected from Mizan corpus. After selecting suitable data, the appropriate features should be extracted. The feature vectors were created using text mining techniques. To create feature vectors, in the first step, the researchers extracted the words from Persian and English texts, separately. Then, extracted words were stemmed. Stemming is a process of reducing words to their stems. Stemming reduces different forms of words as well as the length of the feature vectors. Due to Persian and English differences, it is necessary to use different stemming algorithms and tools. The WVT tool was used for stemming English texts [9] . The WVT is a flexible Java library for statistical language modeling. For Persian stemming, Ferdowsi University Natural Language Processing Tool Version 1.1 was used [10] . After word extraction and stemming steps, stopwords are usually removed. Stop-words are words that almost never have any capability to distinguish documents, such as articles a and the and pronouns such as it and them. These common words can be discarded before completing the feature generation process. There are various lists for stop-words. There is no standard stop-words list for Persian or English languages. For example Ranks NL listed different stop-words lists for some languages [11] . Therefore, instead of using predefined stop-words lists, they are built automatically. The most frequent words are often stop-words [1] . The choice of the threshold value for frequent words is very important. There is no precise method to select this threshold. If many words are considered as stop-words, then there is a possibility that relatively informative words have been omitted from the feature vectors. The words that have more than 99,900 frequencies were removed in the present research. It reminds that our data are 100,000 aligned Persian and English sentences. This threshold was chosen empirically and with caution to avoid missing informative words. On the other hand, the words that have less than 100 frequencies were also removed. The very rare words are often typos and can also be dismissed [1] . After words extraction, stemming, and removing more frequent and very rare words, TF-IDF (Term Frequency -Inverse Document Frequency) values were calculated for remaining words. TF-IDF is a weight often used in information retrieval and text mining. This weight is a statistical measure used to evaluate how important a word is to a document in a collection of documents. TF-IDF formula is log number of documents number of documents that include word
In this formula fij, is frequencies for word iin documentj. In TF-IDF, the term frequency is modulated by a factor that depends on how the word is used in other documents [3] . If the word is in the document, the value of TF-IDF is not equal to zero. Otherwise, its value in the vector is zero. Figure 1 
Principal component analysis
To improve feature vectors and reduce their dimensions, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) dimension reduction method was used before clustering. The PCA is a mathematical procedure to convert a set of possibly correlated features into a set of uncorrelated feature values. The number of principal components is less than or equal to the number of original features with minimal loss of information [3] . In many cases, the number of PCA features may be more than expected number. For example, in this study, the length of feature vectors didn't change after using PCA, and there were no zero coefficients in eigenvector. In these cases, a threshold for more dimension reduction can be considered. This threshold can be the number of features or the maximum information that can be lost. In both cases, the best features are selected with minimal loss of information. Here, both methods have been used to determine threshold values and reduce dimensions of feature vectors (in section 4). Furthermore, MATLAB PCA function was used.
K-means clustering method
K-means method is one of the basic and popular clustering methods in data mining. This clustering method is also used in text clustering. K-means aims at partitioning n samples into k clusters. Each sample belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean. Final k-clusters should minimize the within-cluster sum of squares. Mean sum of squares is usually a metric for clusters comparison. Mean sum of squares formula is:
In these formulas, x is one sample in Cicluster and xj is j-th feature for x sample. The is j-th feature for Ci cluster center, k is the number of clusters, and n is the sample numbers. Here, k-means method has been done several times for each experiment and those with minimum mean sum of squares was selected as the best [13] . The k-means clustering method has two challenges: Computational complexity problem and the appropriate number of clusters (that is k). For the computational complexity problem, there are efficient heuristic algorithms that are coverage quickly to local minimum and this problem is almost solved. The user has to provide the k value and he does not usually have any clue about it. Until now, many methods have been proposed to find the appropriate number of clusters. Some of them are simple and others are complicated and time consuming [13] . In this research, the optimal value for the number of clusters was not found. The experiments have been done for a few k values because in the current research: 1-The dimensions of feature vectors and the number of samples are high and k-means running with large k values would be very slow.
2-The number of categories in text categorization
is not usually large. Thus, a few k values are enough for comparing the Persian and English clusters.
Evaluation and results
In section 3-1, feature vectors construction was described. The large numbers of samples and dimensions have a negative impact on k-means speed, and the dimension reduction methods can have a significant impact on running speed improvement. Thus, two types of experiments were designed for evaluation and comparison of Persian and English clusters.
In the first type, the same number of features for Persian and English were selected using PCA method. In these experiments, vector dimensions of both languages are equal. Thus, their results are not affected by differences in the length of vectors, but the amount of information loss for these vectors is different. 
Discussion and conclusions
Document clustering has many applications and it has been a matter of interest for many years. The goal of document clustering is grouping documents based on their content similarity. If similar documents are grouped in the same cluster, the language of documents should have little impact on the quality of clusters. In other words, an efficient document clustering method, regardless of its documents language, should be extensible to other languages. On the other hand, different languages usually have many differences and they may affect the documents clustering. This study's purpose was to compare clustering of aligned Persian and English texts using k-means method. Persian and English languages have many differences. The k-means is one of the basic clustering methods and it is of interest documents clustering field researchers. In this paper, the feature extraction method for both languages was the same. The morphological difference between English and Persian languages caused the larger feature vector length for Persian. After feature extraction and using the PCA for dimensions reduction, the clustering was done with k-means method.
The results demonstrated that English clusters are a bit richer than Persian. Despite the slight superiority of English clusters, similar behaviors were observed for two languages in various experiments. These similar behaviors showed that the results of k-means research on English language can be expanded to Persian. Thus, there is a hope that despite the many differences between various languages, clustering methods may be extendable to other languages. Future research could examine whether the other clustering algorithms are extendable.
